To whom it may concern,

It's absurd that a regulating body has yet to act upon the manipulation in regards to our free market. We've gathered many investors and submitted our concerns to the FBI as we realized that prime brokers along with hedge funds and other institutions have committed fraud by "Naked Shorting" without locating shares and keep in mind that this is just one form of illicit criminal action. We understand that it takes time to do a proper investigation but keep in mind that the longer you take the more they steal because in essence that is what they are doing. If I were to create counterfeit $20 bills I would be in prison, wouldn't I? These fines given to these corrupt institutions are no longer in order as these fines are nothing compared to there profits. We want prison for these culprits. Data needs to be more instant as oppose to T+2, T+35 and other forms of keeping data hidden to buy them time. It's obvious that these regulations are in favor of these institutions who lobby the right individuals to be able to get away with whatever they want. We need more transparency and accountability from every regulation body who oversees our stock market. FTD's just sit and sit without being delivered. The DTCC needs to be held accountable as well. With the whole saga regarding meme stocks, it is well deserved as we are tired of being victimized and we will not stop. We get called manipulators for sharing ideas not manipulating but yet institutions are able to pay media outlets to push their narrative, create bots on social media platforms spreading falls information. I thought that was illegal? If retail investors want to buy a stock for example Wendy's because we like chicken nuggets than that should be fine but we get called names because we don't invest in fundamentals. It's our money and we can throw it away if we want to. I'm done rambling but we need more oversight and rules to be enforced not just implemented. I hope when reading this you think of the average American. If it were your mother, father, son, daughter and so on, you would definitely not like them taken advantage of. I hope this email finds you well and hope these institutions despite how powerful they are get treated as any other American. No one should be above the law! Take care and have a beautiful day.